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The corner drive system incorporates locking points in the top corner of the window frame, opposite of the hinge and operator sides, greatly improving structural performance.

The corner drive assembly transmits the tie bar actuation force around the corner of the window frame at an integrated locking point 3" from the top of the casement window.

The integrated lock point reduces sash flex and improves air infiltration performance.

The corner drive system will be standard on any Endure and Aspect Casement window 56½" and taller and is an option for shorter sizes, but the window must be at least 24" wide, regardless of the height.

NEW Lock-Out Crank Handle
for Endure & Aspect Casement and Awning Windows

The lock-out crank handle prevents the handle from closing prematurely while operating the window. The handle can be easily put in the closed position by engaging the lever on the back (as pictured below).

Standard on Endure™ Optional on Aspect™

Available in all standard and metallic finishes for each window line.